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In many applications, developed deep-learning models need to be iteratively
debugged and refined to improve the model efficiency over time. Debugging
some models, such as temporal multilabel classification (TMLC) where each
data point can simultaneously belong to multiple classes, can be especially
more challenging due to the complexity of the analysis and instances that need
to be reviewed. In this article, focusing on video activity recognition as an
application of TMLC, we propose DETOXER, an interactive visual debugging
system to support finding different error types and scopes through providing
multiscope explanations.

With deep-learning models used in many
applications—often in contexts with high
stakes and critical outcomes— iteratively

debugging the models for errors and further refining
them becomes an essential step in developing and
deploying deep-learning models.1 In this article, we
focus on debugging temporal multilabel classification
(TMLC) models, which address the problem of assign-
ing multiple labels (classes) to all data points in an
input sequence, assuming all data points in the
sequence are related to each other.2 These models are
used in a wide range of applications, including video
activity recognition and annotation.

In practice, debugging TMLCmodels can easily grow
exponentially with the number of labels. For example, in
each single video frame (used for activity recognition),
there are 2n possible combinations of labels to examine
for errors (with n as a number of labels defined). There-
fore, examining all possible combinations of labels

within the video becomes exponentially hard. In addi-
tion, with sequential data, an analyst must reason about
how errors in one data point (e.g., video frame) can prop-
agate and relate to others within a sequence. With
deep-learning models often trained and verified on hun-
dreds or thousands of instances, analysts need to exam-
ine large collections of all possible combinations when
debugging TMLC models. Even if exploring all combina-
tions was practical, perceiving model uncertainties and
outputs in numerical or tabular formats can be challeng-
ing and may obscure error patterns or common prob-
lems among instances.

We present research examining video activity recog-
nition, one of the prominent applications of TMLCmod-
els, with videos as sequential inputs, frames as data
points, and the labels being activity components (i.e.,
actions + objects and/or locations). Motivated to over-
come some of the debugging challenges in this applica-
tion, we propose DETOXER, an explainable, interactive
visual analytics tool for debugging video activity recog-
nition models. With the deep-learning models being
complex and hard to comprehend, we designed our tool
to providemultiple scopes of explanations and outputs:

1) frame-level outputs to represent temporal data
points and to provide a compact visualization for
the combination of possible labels;
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2) video-level explanations to provide an overview of
the errors and labels for each unique instance; and

3) global-level explanations to reveal error trends
and patterns across all the instances.

Our tool is designed to support error detection of var-
iable scopes (errors that occur on instances versus high-
level patterns that can fix problems globally) and types
(false positive and false negative errors) through explora-
tion and interactive visualization. This article contributes
to our research summarizedwith the following.

1) We demonstrate the DETOXER explainable visu-
alization system for exploratory debugging video
activity recognition models.

2) We present the results of a human-subjects
evaluation.

3) We provide two case studies on models from two
domains to demonstrate how our tool can sup-
port model designers in their exploratory model
debugging.

DESIGN GOALS (DG)
Explainable AI (XAI) approaches aim to improve a mod-
el’s decision-making transparency, and ourwork focuses
on the explanation for model analysis and debugging.
Explanations can help identify when the model makes
errors andwhy,3 alongwith model-wide problems. TMLC
adds a time dimension to the multilabel classification
problem. With these models, the same instance can be
assigned tomultiple classes (labels), and with the inputs
being temporal, what is detected at any given moment
relies onwhat is observed earlier. This article specifically
focuses on the problem of debugging video activity rec-
ognition models, a prominent use case of TMLC. We
summarize ourmainDG in four categories:

DG1) Multiscope explainability: To improve human
understanding of how the model works, we aim to pro-
vide explanations of various scopes. Many applica-
tions incorporate instance-level explanations, which
are less overwhelming for novices and support debug-
ging edge cases in the model.3 However, these explan-
ations may limit the ability to find systematic issues
with large datasets4 and require usage over time to
achieve that. When working with multilabel classifica-
tion, instances that are detected as matches for any
given class are often a smaller subset than non-
matches and easier to examine, while users may be
biased toward inspecting more false positives than
negatives.4 We provide additional global explanations
to help contextualize instances with model-level
information.

DG2) Support for guided exploration:Visual analytics
tools allow for exploratory approaches to debugging
machine-learning models, but it can be difficult to find a
good starting point for candidate problems. Verifying
whether an observed instance-level error is also a sys-
tematic problem can also be challenging. To this end,
we aim to support the guided exploration of the outputs
by calling attention to underlying problems with instan-
ces and labels in our design.

DG3) Supporting bothmultilabel and temporal com-
parisons:With thousands of possible combinations of
labels to show per video, our goal is tominimize the pre-
sented information to improve the exploration while
providing enough context for error detection and explo-
rations. In addition, it is important for the design to inte-
grate the temporal nature of the input, as data points
(frames) in sequential data (video) might depend on the
prior data point(s). Our design aims to support compari-
sons of various labels at any given frame (time).

DG4) Supporting detection of types I and II errors:
Debugging machine-learning models should go beyond
merely finding any errors, as some types of errors can be
more prominent or even overshadow others. Thus, we
aim to encourage attention to different types of errors—
specifically, we call attention to False Positive (FP or
type I) and False Negative (FN or type II) errors. Depend-
ing on the domain and how critical the task is, detection
of either or both of these errors becomes vital. For
instance, with anomaly detection in surveillance cam-
eras, is more consequential when malicious activities
are not identified (i.e., false negatives). In general, many
applications that showcase model-generated outputs
fail to highlight both false negatives and false positives.
This is because the focus is on highlighting detection
hits when displaying outcomes, which comprise true
and false positives. Since both false positives and false
negatives are important in the debugging process, our
goal is to design our tool to intuitively steer user atten-
tion to both of these error types.

MODEL
The machine-learning model we use in this article
comprises a two-tiered system that uses a CNN based
on the BAIR/BLVC GoogleNet architecture5 and a
tractable dynamic probabilistic model to model the
temporal dependencies between the labels as a joint
probability distribution.6,7 With this two-tiered archi-
tecture, the first layer serves as a video classification
black-box model, while the second layer 1) generates
explanations for probabilistic queries and 2) refines
the accuracy of noisy labels at each frame to obtain
the true ground label. For more information on the
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model specifics and technical details, we refer the
readers to our prior work,8 or the supplemental mate-
rial, which can be found in the Computer Society Digi-
tal Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/MCG.2022.3201465, of this article. We empha-
size that our application and presented visual designs
can work with any TMLC model for video activity rec-
ognition as long as individual label probabilities (w.r.t
to the model) can be calculated at each time slice.

SYSTEMDESIGN
To address our design challenges, we proposeDETOXER,
an interactive debugging tool that supports detecting
errors of various types and scopes in video activity rec-
ognition models. Our system supports three levels of
explanation/outputs:

1) Global explanations: highlighting performance
information extracted from the model—Figure 1

and ;
2) Video-level explanations: highlighting high-level

information about each video—Figure 1 and
; and

3) Frame-level explanations: demonstrating informa-
tion specific to each frame (image) of a selected
video—Figure 1 . Although both 2) and 3) pro-
vide explanations on the instance level, 2) can be
considered more global on the explanation scope
spectrum.

The web-based interface for DETOXER is imple-
mented using HTML/CSS, React.js, D3.js, and Material
UI.a An overview of our visualization is shown in
Figure 1. In this section, we will first describe interface
design components in our tool and how the informa-
tion they present is extracted from the model to sup-
port the design. We will then briefly describe how each
of these elements can be used concurrently or sepa-
rately to support our design goals.

Heatmap View
In our model, an activity consists of up to three com-
ponents: an action + an object, and/or a location. For

FIGURE 1. Overview of DETOXER. In the center, a video is selected for exploration. Directly under the progress bar, heatmaps

demonstrate the model’s confidence for any given label per second (frame-level explanations). On the left, available videos

are shown; for each video, the tool shows top-5 detected labels and the rate of FP and FN errors in the video (video-level

explanations). The selected video is emphasized with a blue background. On the right, a global information panel displays model

performance metrics and object-specific FN and FP error rates in two vertically adjacent bar charts (Global-level

explanations).

aThe application is open-sourced and available here: htt_ps://
github.com/MahsanNourani/DETOXER
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each of these activity components, we have a set of
labels that are defined for the model through data
annotations. Our main goal was to allow a high-level
view of the activities within a given video where users
can get a grasp of activity components detected by
the model by simplifying the examination of thou-
sands of possible combinations (DG3), while support-
ing the detection of both error types (DG4). Moreover,
we sought after a visualization approach that would
highlight the temporal aspect of video data (i.e.,
DG3).9,10 To this end, for each activity component
defined in our vocabulary (comprised of actions +
objects and/or locations), we provide a temporal heat-
map under the video progress bar (see Figure 1). Heat-
maps represent probabilities extracted from the
model, and we simply define them as the model’s con-
fidence score for whether a given component is pres-
ent at the given time. For the currently selected video,
the heatmap rows are statically ordered based on the
relevance of labels.

The componentwise confidence scores in the heat-
mapswere extracted from themodel and show themar-
ginal probabilities conditioned on the evidence from the
neural network. IfXðtÞ

k is the random variable associated
with the kth component of the ground label vector at
time slice t for video v, then the confidence score is
given by P ðXðtÞ

k ¼ 1jyyyyyyyð1:TvÞÞ where Tv denotes the num-
ber of frames in video v and yyyyyyyð1:TvÞ denotes the noisy
labels obtained from the neural network for all the
frames in v. We also computed a relevance score for
each component label and ordered them in descending
order of their scores. The relevance score for each pre-
dicted label y in a specific video v was computed as

Rðy; vÞ ¼ F1ðy; vÞ �#framesðy; vÞ � 1
first frameðy;vÞ where

F1ðy; vÞ is the F1 score of y in v while #framesðy; vÞ and
first frameðy; vÞ are the number of frames and the first
frame, respectively, that y is detected in v.

Global Information Panel
In accordance with DG1 and DG2, we sought to design
an information panel where users could review esti-
mations of the model’s overall strengths and weak-
nesses to guide inspection of different errors while
debugging. We designed a global information panel to
show general information—extracted and calculated
from the model—to guide user explorations. Note that

all the information represented in this panel are over-
all estimations considering the entire dataset (i.e., all
videos). At the top of the panel, we show three met-
rics, including model accuracy (higher values better),
the overall rate of false positives (type I errors), and
false negatives (type II errors) in the model (lower val-
ues better); see Figure 1 . We also visualize the rates
of false positive and false negative errors per each
object in the vocabulary via two bar charts (see
Figure 1 ). Bar charts are vertically aligned to sup-
port easier comparison of type I and II errors for the
same object. Higher percentages represent a higher
number of errors. Prior research demonstrates the
effectiveness of the presence of such information on
early-on debugging attempts.11,12

The overall accuracy of the model was measured
using the Jaccard Index, which is defined as the ratio
between the intersections and the unions of the
ground (true) labels and the predicted labels, respec-
tively. This metric is commonly used in multilabel clas-
sification system since it measures the degree of
overlap between the true labels and predicted labels
and yields a value of 1 when both sets are exactly the
same and 0 when they are disjoint with nothing in
common. The Jaccard Index was computed for each
frame of each video and then averaged out over all
the frames and videos, as seen in Table 1.

The false positive rate (FPR) is defined as the ratio
between the number of false positives and the total
number of false positives and true negatives. The false
negative rate (FNR) is the ratio between the number of
false negatives and the total number of false negatives
and true positives. These are computed for each video
and then averaged over all videos. FPR and FNR are
important metrics because they provide the user with
an estimate of how frequently they can expect the
model to make FP and FN errors, respectively. The use-
fulness of these metrics for debugging is highlighted in
the “Case Studies inModel Debugging” section.

Video Preview
While the global information panel provides high-level
context (DG1) and supports exploration (DG2), it does
not incentivize instance-level explorations and might
be insufficient as the number of instances to explore
grows. To address this problem, we provide summa-
rized, high-level information per video to explain model

TABLE 1. Jaccard index computation per video frame.

True positive: TPðx; yÞ ¼ x � 1fx ¼ yg False positive: FPðx; yÞ ¼ x � 1fx 6¼ yg
True negative: TNðx; yÞ ¼ ð1� xÞ � 1fx ¼ yg False negative: FNðx; yÞ ¼ ð1� xÞ � 1fx 6¼ yg
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errors per video and show the most prominent labels
detected in the video. On the left side of our application
is a list of all videos available to themodel. Each item in
the list includes a video preview with a thumbnail
(showing the middle frame of the video) and descrip-
tive model information. We show the top-five activity
components (labels) the model detected for the video
as simple tags (in pink; Figure 1 ). We also show the
calculated percentage of FPR and FNR for the video
(see Figure 1 ). In the example of Figure 1, the model
was more likely to not detect labels/activities that are
taking place rather than detecting something by
mistake.

The FPR and FNR for each video use the same for-
mula described in the “Global Information Panel” sec-
tion with the only difference being that we compute
these on a per-video basis and, therefore, average out
only over the number of frames present in the current
video. To calculate the top-five detected tags, we
compute a relevance score (as we did in the “Heatmap
View” section) per each activity component (label)
defined in the system and pick the components with
the top five scores. The relevance score is calculated
for a predicted label y and a video v as T ðy; vÞ ¼
F1ðy; vÞ � 1P

v
presentðy;vÞ where F1ðy; vÞ is the F1 score

while presentðy; vÞ is a function that evaluates to 1 if
label y is on for video v for at least one frame and 0
otherwise. This was motivated by the notion of assign-
ing higher priority to rarer labels that are specific to a
select subset of videos.

SystemUsage
Each of the designed interface elements can be used
separately or together throughout the debugging pro-
cess. In this section, we describe the intended utility
of our visual design via a hypothetical example to
showcase a potential debugging workflow that would
not require expertise in machine learning.

The global information panel can be beneficial with
context-aware error detection as it presents global-
level explanations regarding the model (i.e., explana-
tions that are not specific to any instances). As prior
work shows, local explanations can limit mental model
formations.4 Our design aims to counteract such prob-
lems by including descriptive model information and
directing user awareness toward varying levels of sys-
tem performance.

Furthermore, users might not know where to look at
or what to look for when debugging a model. Global
explanations in this panel support and contextualize
exploratory debugging, especially earlier in the debugging
process or when users struggle with error discoveries. In

our example approach, users can initially understand the
model’s performance through inspecting the global infor-
mation panel . For example, they might notice that the
model is prone to more FN errors than FP. This can
encourage them to explore potential false negatives and
decide what components to investigate further. Using
the false negative bar charts , users find components
with the highest possible error rate. In the case of multi-
ple possibilities, users can compare those based on their
false positive errors choose the one that is suspected to
maintain the highest error values in both error categories.

Let us assume a user decides to investigate object
X. The next step is to identify which videos contain the
selected object. Extracting and visualizing explana-
tions for the video instances and generating a high-
level overview of each video is another aid for users in
their debugging process. These features can be used
separately or together with the global information. In
our example, since there are many videos available, it
might be the wiser choice to refer to the top detected
components to determine which videos contain
object X. While this narrows down the search, the deci-
sion of which video to explore first remains. Using the
detection error information in the video preview ,
the user can decide to explore the video with the high-
est FNR. Even if the user ignores the global informa-
tion panel, using these two features is still useful in
selecting a video to explore. In addition, this design
supports the discovery of high-level error patterns
that are concurrent across various instances, as users
can skim through the available videos for specific
components and drill down their search to only those
videos. Such a technique can generally be used when
many videos exist where a video overview can be ben-
eficial. Other techniques, such as filtering, can be uti-
lized to improve interactivity and the debugging
process based on the context, domain, and a number
of data inputs.

From this point forward, exploring videos through
using and comparing heatmaps allows for finding
FN/FP errors with object X. Our heatmap design aligns
with our main design goals (i.e., DG1 and DG2–3) and
provides support throughout the debugging process.
Having one temporal heatmap per activity component
(i.e., label) provides an overview of model predictions
based on video frames while stacking them allows for
comparisons across multiple labels and identifications
of various combinations simultaneously. In our exam-
ple, a user may observe that the model does not
detect object X when the person is performing action
Y on it. The heatmaps provide a simple means to visu-
ally locate such correlations and to compare the pat-
terns of action Y and object X. For instance, when
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exploring the heatmaps from cut and cutting board in
Figure 2(a), we can detect a logical correlation
between the two. The video is focused around the
activity of cutting a potato; however, there are occa-
sions where the potato is not detected, although cut
and cutting board are detected. This can either indi-
cate a false negative error for potato, or a false posi-
tive error for the other two components. We could,
therefore, show that displaying overall label detection
coupled with color-coded model confidence for indi-
vidual activities in the heatmap can reveal both FPs
and FNs in our model.

Finally, exploring multiple videos that include
object X might reveal hidden shared patterns across
videos. For instance, assume that the false negative
error with activity Y + X happens in more than one
video; thus, the user can identify this as a high-level
problem, and fixing it globally can solve this problem
in all or most of the videos.

The debugging process presented in this section
provides context for how debugging TMLC models
might work using DETOXER or similar implementa-
tions. Since it supports open-ended exploration, ana-
lysts are able to adjust their debugging approach
according to their goals and level of machine-learning
familiarity. Such added flexibility allows analysts to
adapt to different error detection techniques over
time in the iterative debugging process. In the follow-
ing sections, we demonstrate how DETOXER supports
other workflows and usage scenarios for both nonex-
pert users and model experts.

USER STUDY
We conducted a user study (approved by our Institu-
tional Review Board) to evaluate the debugging tool
and assess the effectiveness of the different interface

components in an exploratory debugging scenario. For
this study, we used a model (described in the “Model”
section) that was trained on activity recognition with
videos of kitchen activities using the TACoS Corpus
dataset.13

Study Design and Procedure
We designed a study where participants were asked to
1) find false positive and false negative errors with the
model and 2) identify high-level problems that are com-
mon across multiple inputs. The task was limited to
30 minutes, and participants were free to inspect any
number of videos. In addition, participants were asked
to use a think-aloud approach and verbalize errors as
they found them. After the main task, participants com-
pleted a questionnaire, rating their usage and the
helpfulness of each interface element on an ordinal
scale, followed by a short interview to better understand
the users’ approaches. We recruited 15 participants
(eight females, seven males) who were undergraduate
and graduate students from computing fields with
some familiarity with software debugging. The study
was conducted online through video conferencing, with
the study lasting approximately 60minutes.

Study Results
We first present the quantitative analysis for the self-
reported usage and helpfulness of the interface ele-
ments of DETOXER via repeated-measures statistical
analysis. With both measures being ordinal, we used a
Friedman statistical test for the main effect and a Wil-
coxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction for
pairwise comparisons. Table 2 shows the summary of
the main quantitative findings and the significant com-
parisons, and Figure 3 shows the distributions of the
responses. As demonstrated in Table 2, while the omni-
bus test for both usage and helpfulness measures
showed evidence of significant differences among
interface elements, post-hoc testing only found evi-
dence of pairwise significant differences for self-
reported usage. The post-hoc test in usage indicates
that participants used the heatmaps (see Figure 1 )
significantly more than explanations on the global
information panel (see Figure 1 and ). The distribu-
tion of the self-reported helpfulness of the design ele-
ments (as seen in Figure 3) shows that, overall, most of
the participants found them helpful, despite variations
in usage. For instance, despite using them less than
heatmaps, participants still found the global informa-
tion panel helpful in their task. To better understand
these results, we interviewed participants about their
debugging approach and usage. Here, we summarize

FIGURE 2. (a) Example heatmaps under the progress bar and

comparisons to detect type I and II errors in activities. The

vertical blue strip is synced with playback time. (b) Heatmap

color map.
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the findings of qualitative analysis focusing on error
types and usages of interface elements. The heatmaps
and video preview panel were the most used design
components (see Figure 3); 86% and 60% of the partici-
pants mentioned they used them. In addition, around
40% of participants explicitly mentioned heatmaps
supported the identification of and brought their focus
to both FP and FN errors at the same time. Following
our design motivations (DG4), this observation pro-
vides further evidence that DETOXER promotes atten-
tion to both error types.

We further found three debugging trends based on
the affinity diagram.

1) Instance-level debugging: Participants relied heavily
on video-specific explanations and designs; i.e.,
video preview explanations (see Figure 1 and ),
heatmaps (see Figure 1 ), and the video). A total

of 67% participants incorporated this approach,
who stated that they either explored videos 1) in no
specific order, 2) in the order they appeared, or 3)
based on the top components or the error detection
per video to decidewhat to explore.

2) Global-level debugging: A total of 13% of partici-
pants relied on the global information panel to

first identify objects with the highest known

errors (see Figure 1 ) and then looked for vid-

eos containing those items to investigate why

the system is making these mistakes.
3) Multilevel debugging: A total of 20% of participants

changed their approach at different times (i.e., a
hybrid approach). These people reported relying
more on the global panel later in their debugging
process or verified their exploration directions by
referring to the provided global explanations.

These trends confirm that DETOXER provides sup-
port for various debugging approaches, as users were
able to focus on both global and local inspections
depending on their goals (DG1). For example, one partici-
pant explained their global-level debugging approach:

“... I looked at the false positive and false
negative rates per object [bar charts]... [and]
picked objects from either of these categories
with higher [error] values and associated them
with the videos in the top components. So
when I looked at a video and the heatmap, it
provided a better insight into [the activity].”

Another participant described their instance-level
debugging as:

“... I waswatching the video and seeing the
heatmaps. That was reallymy process, to see if
[the heatmaps] were accurate. I didn’t use the
[global information] panel asmuch, I looked at
thembut I wasn’t really thinking about the
percentages; more if theywere accurate or not.”

FIGURE 3. Participants’ self-reported usage and helpfulness for the main elements of DETOXER.

TABLE 2. Summary of significant results for user reported

helpfulness and usage of different design elements in

DETOXER.

(a) Helpfulness Main effect

x2ð5Þ ¼ 24:9; h2p ¼ 0:33; p < 0:001*

Post-hoc test

Pairwise comparison failed to detect
significant differences.

(b) Usage Main effect

x2ð5Þ ¼ 32:2; h2p ¼ 0:43; p < 0:001*

Post-Hoc Test

Heatmaps versus FN Bar charts
(p < 0:001)*

Heatmaps versus FP Bar charts
(p < 0:001)*

Heatmaps versus Overall
Performance Metrics (p < 0:001)*

1 Notes: Bold texts represent the more-used elements.
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The findings from this study demonstrateDETOXER’s
flexibility for enabling different approaches to model
debugging, and the results provide evidence that general
users are able to understand and effectively use such
design, which aligns with the intended system usage dis-
cussed in the “SystemUsage” section.

CASE STUDIES IN MODEL
DEBUGGING

In this section, we describe DETOXER’s case studies
through two different activity recognition models
trained with two video datasets: the TACoS dataset of
kitchen activities13 and the video dataset of wet labo-
ratory procedure.14 As opposed to the user study, the
goal in the case study is to demonstrate the utility of
DETOXER for experienced model architects in diag-
nosing both system-wide and instance-level model
errors. For both models, the activities included action
and object, with the cooking dataset, including loca-
tion as well. In this section, we briefly describe four
examples of error types identified through debugging
with DETOXER. More details of the case study can be
found in the supplemental material, available online.

Confusion Pairs
A confusion pair is when a single ground label x is mis-
taken for a predicted label y such that x 6¼ y. DETOXER
makes identifying these errors much more efficient by
providing a visualization for the distribution of confi-
dence scores for each label through heatmaps (see
Figure 1 ). For instance, with the cooking dataset, we
examined videos, including pineapple as a top-
detected component (see Figure 1 ) to investigate
why they have the highest FPR. After a thorough exami-
nation, we found that the model mistakenly detected
pineapples when the edible object was cucumber.

Error Rules
Almost all of the errors made by the system can be suc-
cinctly summarized as probabilistic rules of the form pðiÞ :
xðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞ ! yðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞ where pðiÞ is the probability of the ith rule, xðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞxðiÞ

is a set of ground labels and yðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞyðiÞ is a set of predicted
labels. The system supported such error debugging for
both models. For example, in the wet lab model, we
observed the FNR was relatively high for certain objects
(over 30%) despite the model’s high accuracy (around
84%). The label salt bottle had an FNR of around 70%.We
examined the videos and the heatmaps to find that salt
bottle was almost always missing whenever get and
pipette were present. Querying the model returned a
probability of 0.98 giving us the error rule: 0:98 :
get, pipette, salt bottle ! get; pipette. The heatmap

helped us quickly isolate videos to confirm these error
patterns—something that would have been difficult to
detect otherwise.

Low Confidence Negations
These are false negatives with mid to low confidence
scores (i.e. between 0.2 to 0.6). For instance, for the
debugged model for cooking videos, bowl had a rela-
tively high FNR (Figure 1 ). By checking and isolating
heatmap areas with low to mid confidence scores in
videos with bowl, we identify that while bowl was
detected by the model, the model had lower confi-
dence in its prediction; thus, increasing FNR. DETOXER
helps highlight such low confidence negations that
could be fixed by improving train data to improve the
model’s confidence.

Persistence-Based Errors
In the context of TMLC problems, we define “persis-
tence” of a system to be its tendency to keep labels
on after they are first detected. A highly persistent
model would tend to keep a label on for a longer
period of time, once activated. In our case studies,
the cooking model had low persistence and the wet
lab model had high persistence (see Figure 4). This
was clearly visible upon examining the heatmaps for
each video. For example, action labels, such as cut
and peel, have heatmaps that are highly fragmented
into multiple tiny sections (around a second or two
long). Due to DETOXER showcasing this visually,
analysts can become aware of the problem and rec-
tify it by introducing solutions like adding regulariza-
tion terms.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
DETOXER provides multiple explanation scopes to
support systematic understanding of TMLC model
errors both globally and locally. The interactive visuali-
zation tool provides: frame-level model predictions
through temporal heatmaps to support comparing
combinations of labels over time; video-level informa-
tion specific to the video via showing the top-five

FIGURE 4. Heatmap persistence comparison between cook-

ing (top two: lower persistence) and wet lab (bottom two:

higher persistence) datasets.
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detected labels and the overall FPR and FNR; and
global-level explanations, including model perfor-
mance measures and bar charts, showing FPR/FNR
for all the activity components of objects to support
systematic exploration and analysis when detecting
errors. The presented usability study demonstrates
the effectiveness of DETOXER for various exploratory
debugging workflows, and the two case studies show-
case how it can be utilized by machine-learning spe-
cialists for elaborate, technical error detection. The
system is a novel, open-sourced debugging applica-
tion in the context of video activity recognition. Our
visual analytics approach is not domain-dependent
and may be used for any temporal model where indi-
vidual label probabilities can be calculated at every
time frame. Our approach/system can extend to other
video activity recognition or TMLC applications,
regardless of the number or length of the videos. For
instance, in the anomaly detection domain, each
anomaly can be represented by one heatmap, and the
colors can vary based on the importance of the anom-
aly or the model’s confidence in detecting them. Fur-
thermore, combinations of anomalies might be
explored by comparing various heatmaps at the same
time when a high-level anomaly consists of smaller
irregularities or when new anomaly behavior patterns
need to be explored.

While the usage of our heatmap representation
is more specific to temporal and sequential data,
the usage of the model-agnostic design features
can be extended to other models and tools. For
instance, the model performance metrics and the
FPR and FNR (both local and global variations) can
be incorporated by other models to improve
explainability for debugging purposes or to improve
user mental models. We hope our visual analytics
tool motivates future debugging applications and
systems for TMLC models, and our model-agnostic
design features can inspire future visualization of
transparent machine-learning models.
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